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Studonts porform a Naw Yaar Lion Danca Thuraday In tha Univaralty Union during tha Multl>Cultural 
Month opaning calabratlon. Chinaaa Naw Yaar la Fab. 6.
Cultural month opens festively
Goal to help students recognize value o f  own heritage
By Lisa Parsons
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A Chinese New Year’s Lion 
Dance, a Filipino Tinikling Folk 
Dance and the Old School 
Quintet ja/r band kicked off 
Multi-Cultural Month Thursday 
in the University Union.
The plara was full of clubs and 
organizations celebrating their 
ethnic diversity.
’’Today is to celebrate the 
richness and beauty of all peo­
ple,” said Everardo Martinez, in­
terim associate director of Stu­
dent Academic Services.
“ Cal Poly’s awareness is poor 
and people will be hurt by their 
own ignorance,” he said. “ People 
need to recognize the value of 
their own culture.”
“ Everybody has culture, that’s 
the message that needs to be 
brought out,” said Joseph C. 
Ranee, Cultural Advisory Com-
mittee chairman.
Multi-Cultural Month is a way 
to “ present something (cultural) 
to the public that will make 
everyone aware and hopefully, 
‘culturalize’ the community,” he 
said. “ I think if we’re more 
aware, we’ll be more willing to 
help each other and get along 
with each other.”
Adriana Szyszlican, coor­
dinator of the Multi-Cultural 
Center and a native of Argentina, 
said she hopes the Multi-Cultural 
Fair will “ spark an interest in 
other cultures. We want to show 
other people we’re all unique and 
that we all have wonderful 
cultures.”
She said events like this pro­
mote some awareness but unfor­
tunately, most of the people who 
attend events like the festival al­
ready know about other cultures.
“ It would be nice if we could
have a festival every week, but 
you have to be satisHed with the 
little you do,” she said.
The Multi-Cultural Center 
promotes interaction from a 
variety of different clubs and “ all 
the clubs are invited,” Ranee 
said. “ The main goal is to get us 
all working together.”
Ranee said once a person meets 
and communicates with a person 
from a different culture, it will be 
less awkward for them the next 
time they meet someone who is 
different.
He said the event has been 
growing, getting more support 
and that next year it will pro­
bably be a larger event. “ We 
have to work together and pump 
this up so that more people will 
understand why this month is so 
important for the university,” he 
See CULTURE, page 6
Groundhog's Day pig says spring
By Rob l.orenz
St*«« Writer
It was Groundhog’s Day 
yesterday, the day a small furry 
rodent named Phil is supposed to 
pop his head out of his miserable 
little hole and tell the world when 
winter is going to end, and hence, 
when spring is going to begin.
On the Cal Poly campus, 
however, the holiday was looked 
at a little differently than the 
way the rest of the nation sees it. 
No, the crowd on Dexter Lawn 
on Thursday did not have to 
strain its collective eyesight try­
ing to see if the traditional 
groundhog would see its 
minuscule shadow. They got to 
see a big animal, and thus a big 
shadow, because the American 
Society of Landscape Architects 
decided that a true hog would be
a more telling test.
“ If the pig’s got his feet on the 
ground,’’ said ASLA repre­
sentative Paul Lewis, “ then as 
far as I’m concerned he’s a 
groundhog.”
.Traditionally, the nation relies 
on a groundhog from Punx- 
sutawney, Pennsylvania, Punx- 
sutawney Phil, to determine 
when spring is to begin. If Phil 
sees his own shadow, then it is 
said that there will be six more 
weeks of wintry weather. If he 
doesn’t ... well, spring has sup­
posedly arrived. However, a 
groundhog is sm all, and 
therefore has a small shadow. It 
would be understandable if he 
couldn’t see his own shadow.
“ We are no longer going to rely 
on the East to predict our 
weather,’’ said Lewis. “ As 
Californians, we are tired of hear­
ing about a small rodent in 
W isconsin or Kansas, or 
wherever it is, popping out of a 
little hole and looking around.”
To rectify the situation, a re­
sp e c ta b le -s iz e d , if not 
disinterested, hog was brought 
out onto Dexter Lawn at 11:30 
a.m. yesterday, in order to 
determine the length of Califor­
nia’s winter.
The hog was carried from his 
plush cage in the rear of a Cal 
Poly maintenence truck to the 
middle of the lawn, kicking and 
squealing the entire way. When 
he was finally set down ... well, 
he kind of walked around in a 
da/e, inspecting spectators’ food 
and generally ignoring the on­
lookers, who had been waiting 
with baited breath in eager an­
ticipation of the hog’s grand en
See H (K i, page 10
N o  present danger  
posed  by asb estos
I
at V ista G rande
By Yumi Sera
staff Writer
Put a pat of butter on bread 
but not on the ceiling, especially 
the ceiling at Vista Grande 
restuarant.
It’s the little pats of butter 
that students playfully throw up 
at the ceiling that are posing one 
problem with asbestos on the Cal 
Poly campus.
When the butter is scraped off, 
there is a chance that some of the 
asbestos fiber found in the ceil­
ing will be loosened and diffuse 
into the air, creating a very 
deadly situation.
“ Luckily, the asbestos fiber is 
bound tightly together, and there 
is absolutely no immediate 
danger,’’ said Bob Pahlow, 
manager of engineering services 
at plant operations.
Vista Grande restaurant will 
be closed, however, sometime 
next year to have the ceiling 
removed and replaced with an 
asbestos-free one.
“ There is no safety hazard,” 
said Nancy Williams, food ser­
vices director. “ We’re doing 
preventive maintenance — get­
ting it done before it becomes a
problem.”
Asbestos (asbestos fiber) is a 
mineral primarily used when a 
chemically fire resistant or non­
conducting material is needed.
"Its main use was as insulation 
around heating pipes,’’ said 
Pahlow. "The fibers are really 
strong, and it is great for holding 
things together.”
Asbestos was used in Vista 
Grande as acoustic insulation in 
the ceiling tiles.
It becomes a hazard when the 
bonds are worn down and loose 
fibers permeate the air.
When people are exposed to 
high concentrations of it over a 
long peritKl of time it can even­
tually lead to lung disease.
Asbestos can be found in an> 
building built before 1979 on 
campus, said Pahlow.
About two to three years ago, 
two separate contracting firms 
ran tests for asbestos at Cal Poly 
and assigned each building a 
priority on a scale of one to seven 
— >>even being the highest priori­
ty and one the least.
"W'e’ve taken care of the seven 
and six priorities and are now 
working on the fives,” said 
See ASBESTOS, page 10
Two TV stations merge 
transmission to exten(i
By Kaihryn Brunello
Stati Writar
A local television station has 
joined with KADY-TV to extend 
its transmission to reach from 
Santa Barbara to the Central 
Coast region.
Steve Urbani, president and 
station manager of IS TV 
Broadcasting, Inc. and John 
Huddy, president of Riklis 
B roadcasting, which owns 
KADY-TV, made the announce­
ment Wednesday at a press con­
ference.
15 TV is not carried by the 
Central Coast’s Sonic Cable. The 
station originally began televis­
ing 24 hours a day in March 
1988. “ Our broadcasting 
philosophy emphasizes high- 
quality l(Kal and family oriented 
programming," explained Ur­
bani.
15 TV, known for its coverage 
of Cal Poly sports, community 
and local events, will get 90 per­
cent of its programming from 
KADY-TV. which is located in 
Santa Barbara County.
“ We are dramatically increas­
ing our commitment to local 
news and information.”  Huddy 
said in discussing plans for a full 
hour of regional newscasting. 
There is still discussion regar 
See KADY, page 7
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Spectators look on as a Poly pig searches for his own shadow, to no avail.
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Letters to the Editor
Women’s Week 
is not sexism
tdiior — Dave Gross, in his Id­
ler of F'cb. I. argues ihai 
Women’s Week, women’s studies 
classes and women’s groups are a 
form of sexism. We disagree.
What we feel Dave Gross is 
failing lo see is ihe blatant sex­
ism in education that these types 
of esenis and activities are at­
tempting to eradicate. As an ex­
ample. traditional history and 
literature courses on nearly all 
college campuses, including this 
one. lend to concentrate on 
works and experiences from the 
while male perspective. W'e be­
lieve. along with many others, 
that this narrow view — limited 
by the absence of works by 
women and women and men of 
color — deprives all of us from 
fully understanding the entire 
human experience.
Events like Women’s Week are 
a chance to raise awareness 
about women, not just for 
women, but for the good of 
everyone. We do not feel that the 
pervasive problem of sexism can 
be resolved by attacking 
woman-affirming activities.
It is unfortunate that a stu­
dent like Dave Gross has trouble 
finding a safe environment to 
discuss the issues that are im­
portant to him. However, we 
don’t believe that negating 
women’s culture is a solution to 
the problem of liberating hath 
men and women.
Victoria Met/gar, Leslie Simone 
AimeeTomczak. Jennifer Stump 
Jennifer Taggart
Israel can’t give 
up West Bank
Editor — Auri Jacobsen and 
Jason Cohn make some emo­
tional appeals justifying Israel’s 
occupation of the West Bank, 
but there are some much more 
factual arguments that support 
the Israelis.
To begin with, the argument 
over the West Bank being an 
Israeli or Palestinian homeland 
can go on forever. There is a 
much more logical reason why 
Israel is currently occupying the 
West Bank. In l%7, Egypt and 
Israel were at war. Israel threat­
By Nicole Jones
ened Jordan not to enter the war. 
When Jordan did enter it, bomb­
ing an Israeli city, the Israelis 
captured the West Bank as an 
act of war. To ask Israel to give 
back the West Bank would be 
like asking the United States to 
give California back to Mexico.
Secondly, Auri and John are 
justified in their fear of Israel 
negotiating with the PLO. Until 
very recently the PLO refused to 
recognize Israel’s existence. As a 
matter of fact, the PI.O made it 
clear that their goal was the 
elimination of Israel. Isn’t it 
understandable that the Israelis 
are still very apprehensive of 
negotiating with the PLO? Until 
the P a le s tin ia n s  form  a 
legitimate group to represent 
them that is not involved exten­
sively in terrorist activities, it 
seems unreasonable to expect 
Israel to negotiate with them.
Finally. Auri and John are also 
correct in saying that giving up 
the West Bank would put 
Israel’s existence into jeopardy. 
Certainly any American who 
supported giving money to pro­
tect a country more than 1,000 
miles away in the name of na­
tio n a l se cu rity  (nam ely  
Nicaragua), could certainly sym­
pathize with a country whose 
enemy is right at their border. 
The West Bank acts as a buffer 
zone between Israel and its 
enemies, and as Auri and John 
said, giving it up could be “ very 
disastrous” to Israel.
Dan Rosenfeld
Engineers are 
socially aware
Editor — I am sick of hearing 
people complain about engineers. 
They say engineers have no 
morals, are just in it for the 
money, or don’t take the right 
classes. Well, they don’t see the 
whole picture. As an example, 
the nameless person who wrote 
this past Tuesday’s editorial 
seems to have overUxvked a few 
things.
This person refers to a recent 
study which states that it is 
possible to earn a bachelor’s 
degree from some American col­
leges and universities without 
taking any foreign language, his­
tory, literature, etc, ... Well, did 
this study show that these same 
colleges and universities don’t
Life is an illusion. Like an illusion, we can make 
it whatever we wish. We all have the power to be 
our own rulers, the leaders of others, or, not to 
“ be” at all.
Recently, this concept, brought to me through 
the book Illusions by Richard Bach, changed my 
outlook on a lot of things.
After almost five years at Cal Poly, graduation 
has finally become a word that I can say without 
envy. But, in recognizing that I will soon complete 
the first major step in my adult life, I also 
recognize that I have some rather unfamiliar emo- 
tions/thoughts that were not present before. Self 
recognition: Who am I? What do I want? And, 
where am I going? Life affirmations: Is the strug­
gle worth the reward? Is there hope for earth?
I have always considered myself an “enlighten­
ed” person; aware and concerned about the world, 
its issues, its people and its survival. I try not to 
walk around in a bubble. San Luis Obispo is a 
beautiful place where a person can “ lose” sight of a 
goal, but this town is only one stride in a marathon 
race — soon to be passing.
So, these questions arose — creating self doubt 
and lots of other questions about life that I 
thought I had covered in my reading and analyzing 
of the issues. The problem was that I had never 
applied the issues to myself and my life. My life 
was Cal Poly. And the world was outside, not 
threatening my safe island. Enter Richard Bach.
Richard Bach did not change my life or 
“ awaken” me, but he did show me something that 
wc all possess, and seldom use at full capacity — 
the mind.
The power of the mind is an incredible tool. And 
if we try to use it as efficiently as possible, we can 
be or do whatever we are called to do.
Graduation is a scary thing. It forces us to apply 
the world to our lives. Not just analyze, debate and 
care about the issues, but to live in them. This can 
be a bit frightening. It can make us doubt 
ourselves or feel limited.
Bach says the mind is something that a person 
often uses as a hindrance rather than a guide. He 
says that we all have the ability to walk on water 
— to create “ miracles.” Our own thoughts are 
what stop us. If we believe water to be solid then 
we can walk on it; if we believe it to be liquid, we 
can drink it.
Bach’s proiaganist finds (at the point of the book 
that I am at) that we are all merely illusions. Each 
living in our own world, living lives that our minds 
have created. Bach’s character is travelling from 
being a regular man to becoming a Messiah. He is 
learning that everyone has the power to be a Mes­
siah, but not everyone uses, develops or has the 
teaching to achieve that level of awareness.
We all have the potential to be saviors. After 
graduation, after the illusion of school is complete,
I will have to live in a bigger illusion — life. A life 
that has no limits on us.
require English, history, or liter­
ature majors to take anything 
beyond simple algebra, if that? 
Or, did it mention that engineer­
ing students take a larger 
percentage of classes outside 
their major than students in any 
other major?
Yes, technology is leaping for­
ward at an astounding pace in 
our society. So, if you don’t have 
any technical education how 
useful arc your thoughts and 
opinions about this society? We 
have to vote on technical issues 
like nuclear power, defense, 
water pollution and oil platforms. 
Wc also have to elect officials 
who may be making these 
technical decisions for us. We 
must keep up with society or wc 
will be overtaken by it. Wc must 
come out of our vacuum and 
learn about the issues that affect 
our world, and these issues deal 
with technology, as well as social 
interactions.
So please rethink this issue. 
You will see that the humanities 
students are the ones not taking 
the right support classes to han­
dle today’s society. The technical 
students are studying a wide 
variety of subjects, why aren’t 
the non-iechnical students doing 
the same? I am appalled that 
someone can actually graduate 
from college in today’s society 
without a single technical class. 
You call that an education?
I am an engineering student 
and feel it is time the non­
technical students stop com­
plaining about us. We are doing 
the best we can to keep up in our 
extremely complex field of study 
while still maintaining our 
responsibilities to society. We 
work very hard for our education 
and are tired of having others 
jealous of it. If anyone else has 
any more complaints, just try
taking a few quarters of 300-level 
physics, math, electronics, or 
materials before you raise this 
issue again.
Sandra Schneider 
Electronic Engineering
Editor's note: Unsigned editorials 
reflect the opinions o f the majori­
ty o f the editorial staff.
‘Annual Giving’ 
not dishonest
Editor — This letter is a reply lo 
Elizabeth Schuster’s Jan. 31 let­
ter to the editor. She claims An­
nual Giving’s success is due to 
the dishonesty and greed of stu­
dent phone-a-thon callers.
As the manager of the phone- 
a-ihon, I can assure you that we 
never suggest while training our 
callers that they use any kind of 
trickery on the phone to obtain a 
pledge. We don’t need to. Cal Po­
ly ’s p ro g ram s speak for 
themselves and more than 25 
percent of our parents are more 
than willing to help.
Annual Giving’s success comes 
from Ihe hard work of many 
people, including students, 
alumni and parent volunteers, 
faculty and the staff of the An­
nual Giving office. In fact, nearly 
1,000 students volunteered their 
time last fall to help raise money 
for their own departments.
Ms. Schuster has attacked the 
program without first attemp­
ting to find out the facts. After 
some research I found that her 
father had indeed been called but 
that his pledge was for $50, not 
$I(X) as she claimed.
I apologize if Ms. Schuster or 
her father feel wronged and I 
hope she will contact me to clear 
up any bad feelings she may
have about Annual Giving. A 
phone call to our office, rather 
than a letter to the editor, would 
have been a more constructive 
way to go.
Eric R. Doepel 
Annual Giving Officer
Artist’s work 
misidentified
Editor — I was confused by the 
strange initials credited on the il­
lustrations for the Women’s 
Week article (Feb. I). The last I 
knew, Aimee Tomezak was the 
designer. Please explain.
Joanne Gerber 
Engineering Science
Editor's Note: As editor o f In­
sight, / extend my apologies to 
Aimee Tomezak, designer of the 
H'omen's Week logo. In the In­
sight article titled "A woman's 
place is in the struggle," her art­
work was unknowingly reproduc­
ed and signed by another artist.
The logo, which was formatted 
after an Egyption wall painting 
found in Thebes, was Tomezak's 
personal interpretation o f the 
original work, not a copy o f it.
— Nicole Jones
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Pioneering spirit guides event
Voyager pilot Jeana Yeager 
will be the guest speaker at the 
Society of Woman Engineer’s 
Evening with Industry Banquet 
on Saturday, Feb. 4.
The ‘‘Pioneering the Future” 
banquet will be held in conjunc­
tion with an enginnering con­
ference that morning. Conference 
topics range from a discussion of 
college life — aimed at high 
school students — to a technical 
presentation on IXTNET com­
puter software.
Planned for both college and 
high school students, the con­
ference is free and open to the 
public.
The banquet is designed 
especially for Cal Poly students, 
giving them the opportunity to 
socialize and dine with repre­
sentatives from 28 major cor­
porations and two state agencies 
before hearing from Yeager. The 
Voyager co-pilot has been asked 
to speak about her record-setting 
1986 fight with Dick Rutan as 
well as personal reflections on
ROTC
Adventure Day 
4 Feb 1989 on Dexter Lawn 
9:00-4:30 
♦RAPPELLING 
♦ORIENTEERING 
♦OBSTACLE COURSE
CSC. CPE. EL GRADS
VMX offers excellent 
opportunities for graduating 
engineers. We are a young 
aggressive company in the 
rapidly growing Held of 
Telecommunications. We 
have openingr. for outstanding 
engineers in microprocessor- 
ba.sed software and hardware 
design.
Sign up early for On-Campus 
Interviews: Tuesday, Feb. 7, 
1989.
For further information, visit 
your placement office or 
contact:
Arnie Chencinski 
VMX
110 Rose Orchard Way 
San Jose, CA 95134 
(408) 943-0878, ext. 316
VMX
-v\/V-
working in a male-dominated 
prefession.
No-host cocktails will be avail­
able from 6 to 7 p.m., with dinner 
at 7 in the Grand Ballroom of the 
Embassy Suites Hotel in San 
I.uis Obispo.
The banquet will include an 
awards ceremony recognizing 
outstanding women engineering 
students selected by the faculty.
Yeager will autograph copies of 
a limited number of Voyager 
books that will be on sale at the 
wholesale price of $ 11.
The conference will take place 
in the Agricultural Sciences 
Building. Partic ipan ts can 
choose from a variety of sessions 
beginning at 9, 10 and II a.m. 
All registration will be at the 
door beginning at 8:30 a.m. with 
coffee and donuts.
Banquet tickets can be bought 
from any SWE member, Jeanne 
Aceto in the Placement Center 
and K athy F a u s tin i in 
mechanical engineering.
—  Bob Anderson
California condors court in zoos; 
ravens, eagles harry freed andeans
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Biologists trying to save 
California condors from extinc­
tion say the big birds are cour­
ting in two zoos, while tail-grab­
bing ravens and divebombing 
eagles pester Andean condors set 
free in the wild.
‘‘They are pretty amusing,” 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
biologist Teresa Nichols said 
Thursday.
Fourteen California condors at 
the Los Angeles Zoo and 14 
others at the San Diego Wild 
Animal Park in Escondido are 
the only remaining members of 
the endangered vulture species. 
Their 9 I/2-foot wingspans make 
them North America’s largest 
land birds.
Courtship started in early 
January among four pairs of 
condors in Escondido and two 
pairs in Los Angeles, and scien­
tists hope they will reproduce 
enough so some can be rein-
troduced to the wild in five to 10 
years, said Joseph Dowhan, the 
federal agency’s condor recovery 
coordinator.
One of the courting pairs in 
Escondido, male condor AC-4 
and female UN-1, started mating 
last month, he added. Last April, 
the same pair produced a female 
chick named Molloko, the first 
California condor conceived and 
hatched in captivity.
Scientists believe condors lay 
eggs 30 to 35 days after fertiliza­
tion, but mating doesn’t neces­
sarily result in fertilization, 
Dowhan said.
To practice for the eventual 
release of California condors, 
biologists freed three Andean 
condors Dec. 17 at Hopper 
Mountain National Wildlife 
Refuge and four others Jan. 21 
from the nearby Sespe Condor 
Sanctuary.
Both release sites are about 50 
miles northwest of Los Angeles,
and include roost boxes and 
feeding platforms supplied with 
stillborn calf carcasses for the 
carrion-eating condors.
At Hopper Mountain, “ ravens 
will sit next to the condors when 
they’re feeding on a carcass. 
Behind their backs they run up 
and grab a tail feather and then 
run away like they just did 
something funny,” Nichols said 
by phone from her office in Ven­
tura.
“The condors handle it very 
passively,” she said. “ They give 
them (the ravens) a dirty look, 
turn their backs and then start 
eating again.”
One Jan. 21, one of the An­
deans, lO-month-old condor YI, 
flew from Hopper Mountain into 
the territory of two golden 
eagles, which “ made several 
‘stoops,’ or aggressive dives, 
toward the condor and forced it 
to the ground,” said a Fish and 
Wildlife Service news release.
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Ciraphics Specializes in 
Student Graphic N eeds!
• Rdsumds
• Placement Center 
Interview Forms
• Mac* »IB.M Software/ 
Disk (k)nversions
• Senior Project Format- 
ting/Printing
• Graphs 6c (charts for 
Class Presentations
• (>lub Shirts 6c Graphics
You’re 
Hungry 
For.
hatever it is.
Unbeatable burgers to sizzle your 
taste buds. Frosty shakes to cool 
them down. Salads, specialties, 
you name it.
You've arrived at Hudson's Grill.
Whether you meet in the bar before 
doing the town, linger over dessert 
after the movie, or make the most of 
what Hudson’s does best: fabulous 
food, served with a healthy helping of 
fun on the side. And it happens every­
day from 11am until midnight.
You'll eat it up.
G R I L L
SAN LUIS OBISPO
1005 Monterey St. 
541-5999
SANTA MARIA
236 E. Betteravia Rd. 
928-0505
© S U N D A Y  B R U N C Hat
VISTA G r a n d e  R e s t a u r a n t
Every Sunday from 9 am-2 pm on Grande Avenue
Beef, Chicken, Fish, Pasta, Desserts,
Fresh green salads, Jello, Eggs, Sausages,
Potato Salad, Rice, Mam, Breakfast Pastries,
Muffins, Fresh Rolls, and more...
I y ^  Buffet only $5.95
E M U P A N ' Call 756-1204 for Reservations
Interview Sign-Up
and
Information Day
Make a date to get to know us on 
February 15th. Drop by between 
9:00am arxJ 2:00pm and w e l teM you 
what’s on the horizon at Hughes 
Aircraft Company, arxl well an^^er 
any questions you may has^.
Meet representatives from our 
different organizations arxt present 
your resume to those that interest you.
Interviews will be scheduled for 
February 16th,
We re seeking qualified graduates in:
■ Electrical Engineeririg
■ Computer Science
■ Mechanical Engineering
■ Applied Math
■ Physics
■ Engineering Technology
■ industrial Engineering
■ Industrial Technology
We want you to have all the informa­
tion you need to make one of the nx>st 
important decisions of your life.
Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal 
opportunity employer. Proof of U.S. citi­
zenship is required for nx)st positions.
Creativity
America depends on.
HUGHES
CPSLO
r
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Chad Rudnick, a sophomora 
Poly’a rodao arana.
animal aclanca major from Bakaraflald, ridaa “Paint” during a racant practica at Cal
Man versus bulls and broncs. It’s a battle to stay on top of a bucking animal. It’s a battle against the clock.
This competition goes on almost every day at Cal Po­
ly, and many students don’t know the first thing about 
the rodeo team that practices way back yonder in the 
rodeo arena.
Wranglers, 4 X 4’s, Hank Williams Jr. and The Judds, 
chewing tobacco and cowboy hats are not all that these 
rodeo-ers are made of. It takes pure dedication to be a 
participating member of the rodeo team.
“ There's so many different events,’’ said senior team 
member Clay Hurst. “ With most sports, it’s the same 
bunch of people doing the same things. Here, we have a 
bunch of individuals.”
Calf-roping and break-way roping practices start at 6 
a.m., and steer wrestling (also known as bulldogging) 
and team roping take place between 2 and 6 p.m.
“ We practice four days a week,” said rodeo team coach 
Clay Robinson, “ and we have jackpots almost every 
Friday.”
These jackpots, mini-rodeo competitions, help keep the 
members conditioned. It allows them to have competi­
tion during the off-season and make money for the team.
“ We charge a small entry fee, and most of the partici­
pants are Cal Poly students,” said Robinson.
There are six standard rodeo events for men. Rough 
stock competition includes riders who are judged on 
their performance during a specified amount of time, 
usually less than 15 seconds. Bareback riding, saddle- 
bronc riding and bull-riding are rough stock competi­
tions. Calf-roping, steer-wrestling and team-roping are 
timed events for men. The three events for women are 
goat-tying, barrel racing and break-way roping, which 
also are timed events.
The rodeo team is not primarily funded by ASI, and 
thus requires several fundraisers to raise the $40,(XX) to 
keep it going. Members of the Rodeo Club spend long 
hours raising the funds needed for support of the rodeo 
team members.
About 70 students compete in rodeo, but only the top 
six men and three women make up the team. The others 
compete individually in rodeos to accumulate points to 
make them eligible for team-member status.
“ It’s just like gymnastics or track,” said Robinson. 
“ We accept as many as we want to be on the team, but 
to be in the top nine, they really have to prove 
themselves.”
Team-member selection is based on ability, practice 
and how much they help out in the club activities. “ It’s 
these activités that keep us going,” Robinson said.
Most people in the Rodeo Club participate on the 
team. However, a few join the club just to help out. 
Robinson, as coach and adviser, also teaches two rodeo
classes. One is an introduction to rodeo and the other is 
competitive, both of which rodeo-team members must 
take in order to compete.
The rodeo team belongs to the National Intercollegiate 
Rodeo Association (NIRA) and participates in about 10
Freshman animal science major Jason Rudnick walks 
back to the chutes, glad to be done with his ride.
Bulls, 
broncs 
& barrels
Cal Poly’s nationally 
ranked rodeo team 
prepares for another 
winning season
Story by
Kathryn Brunello
Photos by 
Kevin Cannon
rodeos a year. They adhere to the same eligibility re­
quirements as teams in the NCAA. However, members 
of the rodeo team are allowed to compete professionally 
while still competing at the college level.
Cal Poly belongs to the West Coast Division of the 
NIRA. If Cal Poly wins its regional finals, it will ad­
vance to the national competition in Bull/man, Montana 
on June 11.
“ Poly usually has the most people there," said Robin­
son. “ Very few schools win both men’s and women’s 
(competition) in their region.”
Cal Poly is presently ranked third in the nation in the 
men’s events and fifth in the nation in women’s.
Jeff Fontes, regional director for students and a 
member of the national board, is a fifth-year senior but 
still able to compete because of his position as regional 
director.
It costs a rodeo-team member about $250 to travel to a 
rodeo. The entry fees are about $120 per member per 
rodeo. The top nine competitors receive about half the 
total cost from ASI to help them with their expen.ses.
The winners can receive money when they compete in- 
lercollegiately, but the amount varies depending on the 
points earned at the rodeo.
Many of the team members travel more than 18 
weekends a year. They also have to miss a lot of school 
in order to compete in rodeos.
“ Some of the teachers are cooperative,” said Fontes, 
“ especially the agriculture teachers. Most of our teach­
ers let us take our tests early, but in terms of helping out 
our grade because we travel for the Cal Poly Rodeo 
Team, we’re just like anyone else in the eyes of the 
teachers.”
“ We encourge them to talk to their teachers way 
ahead of time,” Robinson said. “ It doesn’t keep them 
from getting behind, but it helps. These kids are really 
challenged academically. It isn't easy."
The rixleo team travels during fall and spring quarters. 
They are recommended to take most of their classes dur­
ing the winter quarter so they can have more time to 
travel during the rodeo season.
The team's next rodeo is at West Hills College in Col- 
inga on April 8 and 9.
The jackpots put on by the team at Cal Poly are 
usually every Friday and open to the public.
“ It lakes a lot of people to pul on a rodeo,” said 
Robinson. “ I suppose we have a son of home-court ad­
vantage when it's here. But it puts a hardship on the 
students in terms of production.”
The next home rodeo is during Poly Royal, and 
Robinson said he expects about 190 participants.
Several of the team members, as well as the coach, 
compete professionally, adding to the demands of a busy 
life of a rodeo competitor.
3 - DAY SPECIALS f e b . 3,4,s
$ 1.99
LUNCH SPECIAL
(Good from 11 ;00-4 :00)
INCLUDES: CHICKEN TERIYAKI w/VEGETABLES AND NOODLES
' 9 73 "FooThm’ Bivd'r #5
(next to Burger King)
$ 2.99
DINNER SPECIAL
(Good from 5 :00-9 :00) 
INCLUDES: COMBINA TION CHICKEN, SHRIMP, a 
VEGETABLE TERIYAKI FRIED RICE
543-3476
V.;
I
I f  not I 
now, §
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CULTURE
From patje 1
added.
Szyszlican said it is essential 
•i* for people to recognize that other 
cultures are important and they 
fe affect everyone’s lives.
• 8  “ We wouldn’t have Chinese 
food without Chinese people, for
example,” she said.
The Multi-Cultural Center also 
serves as a resource center for 
anyone interested in other 
cultures. The center provides 
foreign newspapers, publications 
and literature for projects, 
papers and general information.
In d ep en d en t L iv in g
1 Mustang Drive 
543-4950
\\ \ ' 
VOYAGER IV
LASER LIGHT 
ROCK CONCERT
Sunday Feb. 5 
2 Shows 7:30 & 9:30 pm'
Student Adv. $4.75 
Public Adv. $5.75
Ih * doo r'l!
\
L J y  B
CFOa JF J
f X .  TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: U.U. TICKET ÒFFICÌ
with m usic by:
PINK FLOYD 
LED ZEPPELIN 
THE POLICE, U2 
GENESIS 1^
W re  looking for a few 
sound minds.
So maybe you’ve never heard of Rohr. That’s okay.
But internationally known aerospace companies such as 
Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas, Airbus Industrie, to name a 
few, count on us to provide the technology and hardware to 
equip their aircraft with engine nacelles that significantly reduce 
engine noise as well as structural weight.
Leading edge programs such as the National Aerospace 
Plane, Advanced Ibctical Aircraft, Advanced Engine Compo­
nents and Next Generation Materials, Processes and Concepts, 
create stable and diverse assignments. Our focus is on develop­
ing and incorporating advanced technology metals, composite 
materials, aerodynamics and acoustics. New product lines for 
engine components and high temperature aerostructures 
are being designed and taken from prototype fabrication 
to production.
If you’ve got a mind to let your ideas finish with big results, 
we could be looking for you. We have a diversity of challenging 
opportunities in all aspects of engineering, manufacturing and 
business. And we offer a choice of two popular Southern 
California environments.
At our San Diego location, you’ll enjoy activities like sailing, 
tennis and golf all year-round. At our Riverside facility, you’ll 
have easy access to the area’s scenic mountains and deserts. 
Both provide salaries and benefits that are competitive with 
other aerospace corporations.
If all this sounds like what you’re looking for in a career, why 
not give us a piece of your mind. Contact 
your Placement Director for an interview or 
send your resume to: College Relations,
Rohr Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 878,
Department 922, Chula Vista, CA 
92012-0878.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
r
LROHR
CAREER SYMPOSIUM 
Visit om  booth on Monday, February 6th, 
in the Chumash Auditorium
INTERVIEWS 
Tuesday, February 7th
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A rm  sales m ay be proposed
Copeland^s Sports
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
President Bush has informed 
Congress he may authorize the 
sale of 315 front-line Abrams 
tanks to Saudi Arabia and 200 
to Kuwait while providing a 
third Arab country, the United 
Arab Emirates, with 40 F-18 
fighter jets, informed sources 
said today.
Egypt, meanwhile, would get 
ISO Hawk missiles and Israel 
200 shoulder-fired Stingers, 
while Jordan again would 
receive no American weapons 
this year, said the sources, who 
spoke on condition of anonym­
ity.
The potential Arab pur­
chases could touch off another 
row with Israel’s supporters in 
Congress, who were successful 
during the Carter and Reagan 
administrations in blocking 
U.S. sales that were considered 
threating to the Jewish state.
But the skilfull management
of James A. Baker 111, then 
the White House chief of staff 
and now secretary of state, and 
other Reagan administration 
operatives overcame stubborn 
resistance to the sale of Awacs 
radar planes to Saudi Arabia 
which the Senate approved 
52-48.
The Abrams tank is con­
sidered the best in the world. 
Recently, U.S. and Egyptian 
officials completed arrange­
ments for co-production in 
Egypt with the aim of pro­
viding the Egyptian army with 
them.
The weapons list sent to 
Congress last Thursday is 
classified. Rep. Lee Hamilton, 
D-lnd., chairman of the House 
Foreign Affairs subcommittee 
that deals with the Middle 
East, is understood to have 
cautioned other members of 
Congress and staff aides not to 
leak any of the items.
M eanwhile, the White 
House, in a cover letter, in­
formed Congress the Saudis 
were in the process of deciding 
whether to request U.S. or
European fighter planes to 
replace their F-5s in the next
decade, the sources said.
The letter said the Saudis 
were considering jet fighters to 
be jointly produced by Britain 
and West Germany and the
French Mirage 4000, as well as 
U.S.-built F-16sand F-18s.
On the list for the Saudis 
were seven multiple-launch ar­
tillery rocket systems, for bat­
tlefield use, and seven of the 
box-type rockets for Kuwait 
along with 1,500 Tow anti-tank 
missiles.
Egypt was listed to receive 
150 Hawk anti-aircraft missiles 
and Israel four helicopters 
along with the Stinger 
missiles.
Iranians attack anti- Khomeini students
PERUGIA, Italy (AP) — Ira­
nian fundamentalists burst into a 
student center and attacked with 
knives and chains Iranians who 
were giving a presentation 
critical of Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini, an Italian news agen­
cy reported.
Four people were taken to a 
hospital in the northern Italian 
city for knife wounds, cuts and 
bruises, the ANSA news agency 
reported.
About 30 people were watching 
u documentary about Iran at the
University of Perugia's student 
center on Wednesday when the 
group of pro-Khomeini activists 
burst in, ANSA said, quoting 
witnesses.
Several students kicked out 
part of a locked door and fled, 
while others were assaulted, the 
agency said. The assailants fled 
before police arrived, according 
to ANSA.
The injured included three 
Iranian students and a repre­
sentative of an Iranian group 
opposed to Khomeini, ANSA
reported.
Iran on Wednesday began 
celebrating the lOth anniversary 
of the Islamic revolution that 
brought Khomeini to power.
RANCHO
'GRANDE MOTORS
KADY
ding whether the nighttime 
newscast will be at 10 p.m. or at 
another undecided hour.
“ It was KADY’s plan to pro­
duce a one-hour Central Coast 
newscast that really caught my 
attention,” said Urbani.
"We feel good TV is local TV,”
said Huddy.
“ In regards to being carried by 
cable,” said Huddy, “ we don’t 
know why they (Sonic Cable) 
won’t. But we know we’re wor­
thwhile — it might just take 
them a while to see how good we 
really are.”
presents
PHONE-O-RAMA
in
S U P E R  3 -D
You could win a Sony carousel CD player. 
Listen to KCPR and 
watch the Mustang Daily 
for clues starting February 6th.
Tune into 91.3 FM for details.
IN C .
A N N O U N C ES
their
1st TIME
BUYER PROGRAM!
No down payment 
required.
Also includes a 
$600 a llow ance  
to be used towards 
the purchase of a 
new car or truck  
in addition to any 
rebate programs that 
are available on the 
model that you choose. 
CALL US FOR DETAILS 
CONTACT A J  ColOSimo 
Crandon Macdonald 
543-4745
1404 Auto Pk. Way S.L.O.
The Third Annual Campus Store
TREASURE HUNT IS ON!
C M  M  J I - :
Fill'e r up at the new  Ag Science 
Build ing Not on the 3rd o r 2nd 
floor. It's g round level. 
N A P . .
Win a $100.00 Certificate
Campus Store is open until 10:00pm 7 days a week
9
BASEBALL
DOORBUSTERS
SPOT BILT 
CLEANUP LEATHER
AveMalNe In w h ite  
A •la ck  FuH tra in  
lea th a r upper, 
moMed double 
density  nylon 
outso lc Sold 
In IM A  fo r
$50
12?.S
MIZUNO 
DEVASTATOR
TOP Of th e  Une 
syn th e tic  upper, 
rem oveabi« 
clea t, sinole 
den tItyP U  
o u tto le . Sold 
in  1M7 fo r
2 9 ?»
YOUR CHOICE 1 9 » » A  PAIR
ALL EASTON BATS 
EXTRA 20% OFF 
CURRENT PRICES
ALL 
BASEBALL/ 
SOPTBALL 
CLOVBE 
EXTRA
A T H L E T IC  A P P A R E L
R o G b o f t œ
CVCUHC SHORTS
M w >rt*a  M t  p m m m
24Sä
E X E R C IS E
MRCtl code TMU 1'«/M
Copeland’s Sports 
962 Monterey
San Luis Obispo 543-5663
Mon-FrI 9:30-6, (Thurs till 9) 
sat 10-7, sun 10-6
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Wilson sets up committee 
to explore run for governor
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Sen. 
Pete Wilson, re-elected to the 
U.S, Senate less than three mon­
ths ago, plans to set up an ex­
ploratory committee to weigh his 
chances for a run at the gover­
norship in 1992, according to a 
published report,
Wilson, a Republican and the 
former mayor of San Diego, is 
expected to formally announce 
his decision on plans for the gov­
ernorship this month, according 
to an aide. He has said publicly 
he is considering the job.
C a l i f o r n ia ’ s tw o -te rm  
Republican governor, George 
Deukmejian, said he will not seek 
a third term, causing a scramble 
among politicians from both par­
ties with an eye on the state’s 
top job.
The Sacramento Bee, citing 
unidentified sources, reported 
Thursday that Wilson has agreed 
to establish an exploratory 
committee, which under the 
slate’s new campaign laws must 
be set up before any funds are 
raised.
James Lee, a spokesman for 
the senator, said Wilson “ has yet 
to make a final determination on 
whether to run. When he does, 
there will be a public statement.”
He said Wilson would an­
nounce his decision “ sometime 
this month. There is no specific 
deadline for him to decide, but he 
will make the decision within the 
month, because there is tremen­
dous pressure from Republicans 
for him to decide.”
MEAL TICKET 
PAYMENTS ARE DUE
FEBRUARY 15, 1989
* P LE A S E  M AKE ALL C H E C K S  P A Y A B LE  T O  
C A L P O LY  F O U N D A TIO N
* Y O U  M AY BRIN G  Y O U R  C H E C K  T O  T H E  
F O U N D A TIO N  C A S H IE R  O R  D E P O S IT  
Y O U R  P A Y M E N T IN O N E  O F  T H E  T W O  
D R O P  B O X E S  N EA R  T H E  SNAK STOP 
AN D  T H E  FOUNDATION BUSINESS 
OFFICE.
Changes in meal plans may be requested by 
completing a meal change request form 
available at the Foundation Cashier. Sorry, 
but change forms cannot be accepted after 
February 15, 1989.
STEVE HARMON/Muslang Dally
Watch out! That’s a python.
A rat a week 
keeps snakes, 
owners happy
By Steve Harm on
staff Writer
iB iiiB iiiB ipnafiB iiiB ipiiaiiB inaiiB iiiaii i i i i i i in in f f lf lS H ia i
What’s long, multi-colored, 
slithers and sometimes attends 
ASl C o n cert C o m m ittee  
meetings at Cal Poly? Lionel, a 
5-fooi-6, Burmese python.
The snake is actually female. 
But she doesn’t seem to mind the 
name “ Lionel” as long as she 
gets her weekly dose of rat from 
owners Chuck Woodard and Dale 
Magee, both Cal Poly biology 
seniors and members of the 
committee.
“ I’ve brought her to the 
meetings every once in awhile 
and people want to touch her,” 
Woodard said.
Woodard and Magee own three 
snakes and keep them in a 2-by- 
4-fooi aquarium in their apart­
ment. They said the complex 
doesn’t allow pels but they asked 
I he landlord if they could have an 
aquarium and he said yes.
“ 1 think he assumed we meant 
for fish,” Magee said.
Lionel weighs in at IS pounds 
and is the largest of the three. 
Next, there’s “ Julius Squeezer,” 
a 8-pound, 4-foot Burmese 
python that Woodard and Magee 
hope to someday mate with 
Lionel. The smallest is “ Mr. 
Boajangles,” a 4-pound, 4-fooi 
Red Tail Boa from South 
America.
L ionel was a Christmas gift to 
Woodard from Magee last year 
and they’ve had the other two 
snakes about a year, he said.
All three snakes get along with 
each other, sleeping most of the 
day and instinctively waking up 
Sec SNAKES, back page
Smucker's is interviewing 
for summer positions
Interviews to be held Tuesday, February 7
For interview schedule contact Margret Mack
at th Co-op office 
756-2645
Jobs available from mid-April through mid-July
Positions available:
Production Supervisior
- will have responsibility for sup>ervising production shift o f up to  126 peop le . 
Supervision experience benefic ia l.
Quoility Control Supervisor
- should have a Food Science, Life Science, or Chemistry background.
Quality Control Monitor
^  - - Preferably Food Science background.
In addition to salary, Smucker’s will provide 
furnished apartments.
If you are registered In school during the 
spring term through the Co-op Office, 
tuition will be reimbursed.
Job descriptions are ava ilab le  a t the C o-op O ffice.
4 *
----rfcr*;
BSEEs MEET MMD and Learn How You 
Can Become a Power Performer
MMD is a technologically innovative manufacturer of high 
power RF and microwave amplifiers. We will be recruiting 
for regular, full-time positions on campus - 
MARCH 3,1989.
Meet our Technical Managers and learn how MMD could 
be the ideal career for you.
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Poly baseball team eager 
to start season at San Jose
By Dave Pa^an
Staff Writer__________
The Cal Poly baseball learn 
opens the 1989 season with a 
three game stand in San Jose 
today and the players couldn’t be 
hapmer,
“ The last few practices have 
been difficult because everybody 
is ready to play,” Head Coach 
Steve McFarland said Wednes­
day.
The Mustangs have every right 
to be anxious. They are ranked 
lOih in the nation in a preseason 
poll after finishing 16th in Divi­
sion II last year.
“ We’re pretty optimistic going 
into the season, our recruiting 
was outstanding and we got two 
new transfers from four-year 
schools,” McFarland said.
Ron Crowe, a third baseman 
from Nebraska, and Bobby 
Ryan, a pitcher from Lewis and 
Clark transferred to Cal Poly 
during the summer.
The new recruits bolster a 
squad consisting of seven leturn- 
ing starters.
Some of the returning starters 
are Rich Sheppard, 1988 All- 
American Honorable Mention; 
i’at Kirby, 1988 All-League, and 
Doug Noce, 1988 second team 
All-League.
The team is starting this 
season differently than last 
season which saw the Mustangs 
finish tied for third in the CCAA 
with a 28-26 overall record and 
16-14 in conference play.
“ Last year some people didn’t 
gel along well and it affected our 
performance,” Sheppard said.
“ This year we get along really 
well so the team is playing much 
better.”
The Mustangs main competi­
tion for the league title should 
come from fifth ranked Cal F*oly 
Pomona and 16lh ranked DC 
Riverside.
“ Pomona is the favorite in our 
league, but I think we'll be up 
there too,” McFarland said.
That doesn’t mean the 
Mustangs will take any team 
lightly.
“ It doesn’t matter who we 
play, we have to play up to our 
capabilities to win,” McFarland 
said.
The pitching staff will need to 
perform up to expectations for us 
to win, Sheppard said.
“ Hitting is our strongest point 
right now, but pitching will tell 
the story for us.”
The Mustangs will face a tough 
challenge when they they face 
San Jose State today.
The Spartans are 5-0 with a re­
cent upset of 1988 Division I na­
tional champion Stanford.
“ Although these early games 
arc tune-ups for league, they still 
count on our overa*! record and 
our national ranking,” Sheppard 
said.
To maintain their ranking and 
win the league title , the 
Mustangs have to accept the 
challenge from schools such as 
Pomona.
“ Right now, we feel that we arc 
in a position to make a run at the 
(league) title,” Sheppard said.
NFL free agency system starts today
NEW YORK (AP) — Many 
will be household names. Some 
may even be legends. Today, 
many of the N F l’s biggest stars 
could become free agents when 
the league puls into effect its 
new contract plan.
A radical departure from the 
old free agency system, it is be­
ing imposed unilaterally without 
a union contract and will uncon­
ditionally free more than 600 
players. Each team will be allow­
ed to protect just 37 of the
average of 59 on its roster.
“ You’ll see Super Bowl 
players. Pro Bowl players, very 
big names,” said Tex Schramm, 
president of the Dallas Cowboys 
and a member of the owners’ 
Management Council.
“ But there will be reasons for 
them — they’ll be bad medical 
risks, they’ll be older. A lot of 
them will be getting good 
salaries, own homes in the area, 
things like that. They won’t want 
to move.”
Under the old plan, players of­
fered a contract by another team 
could move only after their team 
waived its right of first refusal. 
The new team would also have to 
compensate the old one with 
draft choices.
Only two players in 10 years 
moved under that system, most 
recently, linebacker Wilber Mar­
shall of Chicago, who signed a $6 
million, five-year contract last 
year with Washington.
We'd like your 
viewpoint, 
you'il love ours
T he D ocu m en t S y ste m s B u sin ess  U n it o f  X erox  C orp oration  is  en g a g ed  in 
the d e v e lo p e m e n t  and m a rk etin g  o f  in tegra ted  and au to m a ted  o f f ic e  
in form ation  sy s te m s  u sin g  e th ern et as its  lo ca l area n etw o rk . T h is  
in c lu d es  w ork  on  se v era l k in d s o f  w o rk sta tio n  co m p u ter s , on n etw o rk ed  
f i le ,  print, m a il, and co m m u n ica tio n s  serv ers, as w e ll as on  the variou s  
la y ers  o f  p r o to c o ls  in n e tw o r k in g  and c o m m u n ic a t io n s .
If you  are lo o k in g  for an en v iro n m en t w here you r v ie w p o in t  w ill  sh ap e  
the future o f  d o cu m en t and in form ation  p r o c e ss in g , then w e w o u ld  lik e  to  
talk w ith  you . O n M on d ay, February 6th , severa l m em b ers o f  our team  w ill 
be on cam p u s for the C areer S y m p o siu m  to speak  to you  d irec tly  about the 
o p p o r tu n itie s  a v a ila b le  for C om p u ter S c ie n c e  g ra d u a tes in the so ftw a re  
areas o f  w o rk sta tio n  su p p ort, o p era tin g  s y s te m s , c o m p ile r s  and  
d eb u g g ers . X ero x  D ev e lo p m en t E n viron m en t T o o ls , and a v a r iety  o f  
n etw o rk  se rv er s  ( e .g . ,  f i l in g , p r in tin g , m a ilin g , in te r -n e tw o r k  ro u tin g , 
c o m m u n ic a t io n s , term in a l support and n etw o rk  p r o to c o ls ) .
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT OUR SUNNYVALE a n d  EL SEGUNDO SITES
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ASBESTOS ‘Red tide’ puzzles science
From pace I
Pahlow. “ Some of the places 
worked on were the music (build­
in g ), a u d ito r iu m  and a
mechanical room in the Ad­
ministration Building.”
“ The work on Vista Grande is 
mainly being done as a tribute to 
the housing people who are tak­
ing a pro-active approach,” said 
Pahlow.
“ It’s not going to get any
cheaper to take care of.”
Work will also be done to
rem ove a sb es to s  from  
mechanical rooms.
The whole project will pro­
bably cost about $400,000. The 
money will come from the dorm 
revenue fund and foundation 
food services, said Pahlow .
“ We want to make as litUe 
disturbance and inconvenience 
for the students as possible,” 
said Williams. “ The situation is 
not to a critical point — it’s just 
maintenance.”
IN STO CK
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
Scientists say they are certain 
that a natural poison caused the 
massive die-off of bottlenose 
dolphins in 1987 and 1988, but 
they still are puzzled by the per­
sistence of the deadly “ red tide” 
that arose in the Gulf of Mexico 
and moved up the East Coast.
“ We have never found this be­
fore in history,” said Joseph 
Geraci, a wildlife specialist who 
headed a team of federal resear­
chers.
Speaking at a news conference 
Wednesday, Geraci said labora­
tory findings confirm that the 
dolphins that died had eaten fish 
contaminated with a powerful 
poison, called brevertoxin, origi­
nating from the persistent bloom 
of red tide algae.
Gerald Scott, a federal fisheries 
expert, estimated that 50 percent 
of the dolphins living off the 
coast were killed, and said it 
could take 100 years for their 
numbers to recover.
The National Oceanic and At­
mospheric Administration of­
ficials said laboratory findings
“ are unequivocal” about the 
cause of death, but just why the 
red tide made its rare and lethal 
invasion of the East Coast is not 
known.
Fisheries expert Ford Cross 
said red tides occur naturally, 
but are normally confined to the 
Gulf of Mexico where they arise 
and decline swiftly. But the 1987 
red tide persisted for months, 
moved with the gulf current from 
the west coast of Florida and 
then was driven northward along 
the East Coast, Cross said satel­
lite photographs show that ed­
dies of warm water lingered for 
long periods off the coast of 
North Carolina and neighboring 
states and that this may have 
enabled the algae to continue 
blooming. Occasionally, he said, 
the eddies would be shoved into 
coastal bays, bringing toxin- 
contaminated fish into dolphin 
feeding grounds.
A red tide is considered dan­
gerous for oyster fishing in the 
gulf if the count of cells reaches 
5,(X)0 per liter of water. Cross 
said. During the time the
dolphins were dying, he said, 
some tests along the North 
Carolina coast found cell counts 
of more than 20 million per liter.
Bottlenose dolphins are mam­
mals that live in the water. They 
breathe air, give birth to live 
young and nurse their calves. 
The animal is highly intelligent 
and is popular in marine shows 
because it is easily trained and is 
long-lived.
During the summer of 1987, 
hundreds of dead and dying 
dolphins washed onto beaches on 
the East Coast, from Florida to 
New Jersey. The massive die-off 
alarmed officials and led to the 
formation of an investigative 
team of more than 1(X) scientists 
from several federal agencies.
Geraci said it took the team 18 
months and thousands of labora­
tory tests to confirm that red 
tide toxin killed the animals.
The dolphins, said Geraci, 
either “ died as a direct conse­
quence of the toxin” or were 
poisoned by it “ and lived long 
enough to become weakened and 
susceptible to other organisms.”
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trance.
Rust, the band who had played 
to the people lo relax them and 
soothe their anxious feelings, 
watched the hog, and then began 
to play a little shadow music, 
hoping to coax the pig toward 
center stage. Finally, after the 
hog had tired of all-beef hot dogs 
and spectators’ shoes, he was 
gently convinced ... no, he was 
pushed, into the area at the front 
of the band.
The crowd began its count­
down. 10, 9, 8 ... the hog looked 
to his left ... 7, 6, 5 ... the hog 
looked to his right ... 4, 3, 2, 1. 
The hog had looked everywhere 
but at his own shadow and the 
crowd rejoiced in knowing that 
spring had arrived and also in 
knowing that the hog would now 
be removed from the lawn and 
Rust could continue playing and 
they could eat their all-beef hot 
dogs and drink their sodas in 
peace. Spring was here, and all 
was right with the world.
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Bush, Takeshita pledge closer U.S.- Japan cooperation
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
President Bush promised con­
tinued good U.S.-Japanese rela­
tions on Thursday, telling Prime 
Minister Noboru Takeshita any 
disputes between the nations are 
“ the differences of friends.” 
Takeshita was equally upbeat. 
Standing alongside Bush in a 
colorful departure ceremony on 
the South Lawn of the White 
House, Takeshita said their ses­
sion “ marked a new start for 
U .S.-Japan cooperation.”
Both leaders pledged closer 
economic and political coopera­
tion — Bush vowing to work to 
drive down the U.S. budget defi­
cit and Takeshita promising that 
Japan would accept more im-
I
( iÈ
I♦
« 'iM iie * *  m o w '*
Sot $ko. f v fPLwtn »vT \UAntt,¡5iK s*»»i***^ *» own,,
XOO .
ports.
They also reaffirmed a plan to 
assist the Philippine government 
of Corazon Aquino and said they 
would continue to consult closely 
on policies toward the Soviet 
Union, the Middle East and 
Latin America.
“ Continuity will ... be the mark 
of relations between the United 
States and Japan. On occasion, 
we may have differences. But 
these are the differences of 
friends,” Bush said. “ Simply put, 
we respect one another. We need 
one another.”
“ We’re glad you came our way. 
Sir,” Bush said.
Takeshita, borrowing a phrase 
from Bush’s Jan. 20 inaugural
TOTST ÎÂmIt/ ruf hMr at Tvir
O f  TM « s r » im s .  f  T*» T M Í • t / t .T  *>t»r «U. It/^ UK
w f utt/rr OAtrtm s
ro» ovu
address, told his host: “ In your 
words, the new breeze is blowing, 
Mr. President.”
No policy initiatives had been 
expected at Thursday’s “ working 
lunch” at the White House — 
Bush’s first meeting with a 
foreign leader since he took office 
— and apparently none material­
ized.
Aides said the two leaders 
dealt mainly with generalities 
and did not discuss in any detail 
a new Japanese proposal for a 
high-level panel to resolve trade 
disputes or a joint U.S.-Japanese 
jet fighter project that has 
drawn criticism in Congress.
However, these issues were 
taken up in a separate meeting
between Secretary of State 
James A. Baker III and Japa­
nese Foreign Minister Sousuke 
Uno, according to Gaston J. 
Sigur, assistant secretary of 
state for East Asian and Pacific 
affairs.
Sigur, briefing reporters, said 
Baker told Uno that “ we do have 
very good mechanisms right 
now ”  for resolving trade 
disputes, but that the United 
States was willing to engage in 
talks with Japan to “ see whether 
there are other things that 
should be done.”
Sigur also said that the Bush 
administration was reviewing an 
agreement with Japan for a joint
Ia SK f/tVL. I« Af A*/» ttli lliittm
A C K o t S
ThûiOm*nAMOO A^ m€0 »ms
wiTM »Hi rti/iTy A#
project to build jet fighters — 
and that no decision on it had 
been made.
A spokesman for Takeshita’s 
delegation, Koichi Haraguchi, 
said earlier Thursday that back­
ing away from the agreement — 
signed last year — would “ be 
against the interests of both 
Japan and the United States.”
Under the agreement. General 
Dynamics of the United States 
and Japan’s Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industry would join forces to 
build FSX jet fighters. Critics in 
Congress have labeled the pro­
ject an $8 billion giveaway of 
U.S. high technology and have 
called on Bush to cancel U.S. 
participation.
Classified
AIAA film XPLANES see the best of 
wings to come: Mon 2/6 7pm 52-A12
CALPOLY RUGBY vs ARIZONA ST and 
U of ARIZONA SAT A SUN FEB4A5 
MUSTANG STADIUM 1:00 
FIESTA DESPUES VIVA CAL POLY
RUGBY
ROTC
ADVENTURE DAY 9:00 TO 4:30 
4 FEB 89 
RAPELLINQ 
ORIENTEERING 
OBSTACLE COURSE 
CALL 756 ROTC
GET MVOLVED t l  WELLNESS 
Peer Health EducatKXi Positions 
available in
SEXUALITY,ADS,ALCOHOL AND
DRUG MMARENESS,LIFESTYLE
WELLNESS.NUTRinON AND ORAL
HEALTH
Laam about
-Current health trends
•Communication skills
•Teaching and Courraekng
-Networkirrg
VALUABLE PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE 
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS 
Applications are available at the 
Health Center X1211 
HEALTH CENTER CONFERENCE RM
Interested in working with senior 
citizens^ Adopt-a-grandparent' 
Contact Student Community Service 
or call Sam at 543-2891 It s fun'
M u s t a n g  D a il y
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U U WFO DESK 
THE ADS W LL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
SIGMA NU VALENTNES ROSE SALE 
Serxl your favorite honey 
a rose anywhere m the U S 
for only $5 00
U U Plaza Feb 3-10 10am-2pm
SUNGLASSES! and an outstanding deal' 
Ray-Ban, O akl^, Vuarnet. Sondoud. 
Revo's. Bucci, Gargoyles. Frogskins. 
Maui-Jims, H(X>ie, and Ski Optics 
Cheap to start with plus 10% off 
the top with a Cal Poly C  Super 
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T- 
shirts too The Sea Barn Avila Beach
YOUNG 
DEMOCRATS
SOCIAL FRI FEB 3 4-6PM 
ROSEÄCROWN ALL WELCOME
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
• A FRIEND FOR LIFE”
FUN,CHEAP, CRAFT 
CLASSES Now in your 
UU Craft Center for
bike repair,b/w photo,silkscreen, 
dried flower arranging and more'
Planned Parenthood of SLO 
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446 
FOR WOMEN AND MEN 
Confidential, affordable 
reproductive health care.
ROBYN
I LOVE YOU, DAMD
TEST PREPARATION SEMMAR 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 7TH 11AM-12PM 
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
TOPEKA
Wants to play at your party 
Call Mika K 544-1736
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWLY 
NITIATED MEMBERS OF AXO KAO 
POB and ZTA! Hang m there SK 
and AO we re with you all the 
way' The gamma pledge class of 
AOII!!!
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE NEW 
SORORITY INITIATES 
LOVE BETA THETA PI
LO liA  OCX.Y- Congratulattona on 
being selected Poly Royal 
AmbaaaadOfI Wb are so proud 
Love, Your slaters o f Sigma K
Michelle Todhun-
ter
and her lovely sisters of EK 
it feels like romance tornghi m 
a Winter Wbndertand
R 088 DOYLE 
Of- KAPPA SIGMA 
YOU'RE SIMPLY AMAZtIG 
KEEP rr  UP YBB
Sigma Pf LiM e Bro,
SQUEAKER
HsfiQ If) youf
CHIMP
o ff the old block
THE MEN OF 
KAPPA SIQ IIA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRADULATE 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
ON THEIR INITIATION
Are you High or Low7 Greganous? 
Make slot of Noise? Want to7 
Come loin thè first ever 
ADVE^UROUS CAR RALLY 
Put on by Mena' Gymnastic Club 
$5entry-Great Prizes-TG after 
Set Feb 4,12-2pm. Cuest Park
CAL POLY BADMINTON TOURNEY 
Feb9 at 6pm signups m Rec Sports 
by Feb6 at 4pm Join the Fun!
SMASH THE BIRDIE 
Sign up for the Rec Sports
3ATB DMINTON Toum this Thurs the 
9th 6pm at the Cal Poly Mott Gym 
Beg Int & Adv Singles & Doubles 
Srgn up at Rec S ^ rts  or call 
756-1366 Deadline is Wbd. 8
The WOZ in SLO
Yes,the founder of Apple Computer 
will be speaking at the Banquet 
for Engineering Wlsek - Feb 24 
Tickets are only 8 dollars for 
students and faculty and may be 
purchased at the deans office 
upstairs in Bldg 13
MIDNIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT
ELVIRA
MISTRESS OF THE DARK 
FRI FEB 3 A SAT FEB 4
SKYDIVE THIS WEEKEND AT THE PASO 
AIRPORTSAFE.EXPERT WSTRUCTION 
And As Much Fun As The Law AHowa.
For Details CALL BRIAN-544-4438.
YAYA’S
AT THE ROSE  
CROWN
&
FRIDAY -FEB 3
BRACELET found in English Bldg 
last week Now turned in to 
Lost A Found_________________
WALKMAN FOUND Jan 18 at the 
PEACE CORPS U U. Table 
can and describe 756-5017
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692
JAMAICA THIS SPRNG BREAK! Last 
nwuite Sign Ups due by Feb 7 
Now or never U U. Travel Center
ATTENTION STUDENTS NTERESTED 
m surrvner oarks work as RANGERS. 
PARK AC€S and LIFE GUARDS! 
salary ranges from S6 45-A9 25 
per hr. Contact ERen Pokrvdcy 
at the Ptacemenl Center
BUSMESS OPPORTUNTTY FOR 
STUDENTS
Branch management positions 
available n your hometown during 
the surrvner Earn $6-15.000.and 
gam valuable business exper- 
•ervie No investment re q u r^  Act 
now' Call Student Pamters for 
more mlormabon 1-800-426-6441
DOUGLAS RANCH CAMPS hiring 
Counsekxs/lnstructors for summer 
in Carmel Valley 2/10 Stm Place­
ment Center.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING 
A RESOENT ADVISOR W ONE OF THE 
CAL POLY RESIDENCE HALLS. JOW US 
AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AIFORMA- 
TION SESSIONS
February67pm Sequoia Han 9pm  Yosermte 
Hall
February 7 7 p m Muir Hall 9 p m  Santa 
Lucia Hall
February 8 7pm  Fremont Hall 9 p m  Sierra 
Madre Hall
February 9 7 p m Tenaya Hall 9 p m Trinity 
Hall
February 13 7 pm  Yosemite Hall 9 p.m 
Sequoia Hall
February 14 Happy Valentirre's Day 
February 15 7p m Trinity Hall 9p m Fremont 
Hall
February 16 7 p m  Sierra Madre Halt 9 p m 
Muir Hall
LAST CHANCE SESSION 
Tuesday. February 26 7 p m  Yosemite HaH 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION 
CALL THE RESIDENT STUDENT DEVEL­
OPMENT OFFICE AT 756-3396
Optometrist Looking for frame Sty 
list Will train you for this rewa 
rding but demandingCareer positio 
n Must love people.oe conscientk) 
us and enthusiastic for this full 
time position Send Resume to Box 
6040,Los Osos 93412 Thanks.
TELEQUIZ PROMOTION 12 IMMEDIATE 
PSITIONS $5.00 HR,(SALARY & BONUS) 
STUDENTS WELCOME.APPLY 475 MARSH
ST ;40 AFTER 9AM (MCTOWN MOTEL) 
NO PHONE C A aS  fcE ASE .___________
Wbuld you kke to work with kids 
In the High Sierras this summer.
Write-Bob Stem 4009 Sheridan Ct.
Auburn. Ca. 95603 (916) 823-9260
Canon T-70 35mm for sate. Exceint 
Cond. Negotiable pnce 541-9107
MACNTOSH 512 ENHANCED 
MUST SELL CALL D/WE 544-5615
UNI VEGA 12-SPEED. $75. OLYMPUS 
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA. $35 STEW 
541-4596________________________
WMDSURFINQ SALS-used 3 times 
Qaastra & Windsurfing Hawaii 
5 2-6 5-7.5 $175-225 or bestoffer 
CsU Heather 541-2409
7 8  SUZUKI GS429 WITH HELMET,
GLOVES AND HANDBOOK $350 
543-9178
1 ROOMATE NEEDED THRU SCHOOL 
YRT GARAQE.WkSHERiDRYER.HOTTUB
FURN W/DESKABED 3M FRO CAMPUS 
250$/B O CALL 543-2204 MARK________
Female roomate wanted 4 apr, own 
room mcl utikties$275-546-9019__________
GIANT ROOM FOR RENT fff HUGE HOUSE!
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS!$230ea to
share plus uW wash/dry, cable
Fun roomiTtatas. great view' CALL
KIM OR JODY 5 ^7 2 5 8  or
PAT 544-0890 or 544-4735______________
M/F roommate needed ASAP. $295 
(180ea-share) M/F 549-9931.____________
ONE BEDROOM ON TWO BEDROOM 
CONDO W/D MICRO.YARD A U  
UTLITIES PD $2504UO 4MAL 
NOW 549-0504_______________________
Own room w/3 other males Laguna 
area house $200plus uW 5443*39________
ROOM FOR RENT 
female roommate needed to 
kve w/ three easy gomg.fun 
girls $285 00/lease Pool.irt
iaundry.own room. CaN Shirley 
549-0806
RCX>M FOR RENT N  LAGUNA LAKE 
Month to month lease $250/month & 
1 /4^1  w ^ d r ^ C ^  549-0281.
WE NEED ROOMMATES
543-4950
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
NEED 1 FM RM MATE TO SHARE RM 
SPRING QTR or A S A P Close to 
Cal Poly. $192/mo GIVE US A 
CALL AT I541-9485
NICE TOVYNHOUSE FOR RENT 
very dose to campus 
for $200/mo and deposit male rmmt 
Call 549-9614 ask for Scott
Our STUDIOS are next to Cal Poly, 
quiet .fuHy furnished induding 
microwaves, and reasonably priced 
at $390/mo They're filling fast 
so call for more info 543-4950
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYMG A HOUSE OR CONDO? For a 
FREE LIST of all the least 
expensive houses & condos for sale 
m SLO CALL Steve Nelson S4S4370 
and leave message.FarreH Smyth,Inc
WHY PAY RENT?
2Bed 1 Bath SLO condo fenced yard 
10% down $700/mo includes taxes. 
feesA ms 1239 Southwood 541-0910
FRDAY. FEBRUARY 3. 1989
B usiness
D ire cto ry
Central Coast Schools 4S1-4222 
Real Estate Licensing
Computer Training 481-4222
Wbrdstar/Wp State app now reg
WHTTE UON TOWB4Q 
Student Discounts 546-8697
BORAH'S RMM tDS 948-8614 
Special awards. Trophies, plaques
HELIUM BALLOON PKOS. 94S4103 
50 BaNoons 8 Up rental md
MK SPOT SCREEN PRBITMQ 948-7981
T-Shvts for dubs/special events
CaMlemle style CHEESECAKE
•  for sale by the sbee m the 
davy section at the campus store 
Van4la.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretlo
THE BOOT FIRM Personalized 
weight-loss programs 546-8278
ELECTROLYSIS 544-3396 Glenda 
for permanent hair removal
RESUME8,QRAPHiCS,LA8ER PRMTS 
DreamScape Does IT! 541-6234
BOB'S TV 543-2946 FREE EST.
S State TV.VCR.STEREO exp 1/31-89
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSINO $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
Typing $1 50 per page 773-5851
DON'T W O R ^ ^ E  HAPPYILet me do your
typing On ;ampus PU4 Del 481-6976
FAST S E R V IC E -^^Y P IS T  $1 50/pg 
SR PROJECTS & MORE 541-0166 Chris
R8R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(Rona) Servirá Cal Pdy for 14yrs 
LASER PRIN'iER/studl ra tes/^appt
RESUMES. Senior Protects A More!
Laser Printer • Laura-549-8966 ___
ROBÍÑtÓl^ME^SCUEr^1668
Typing-WP"^  Our Name Says it AH'
SR. PROJECTS A MASTERS THESES
Linda Black 466-0687/541-3883
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Honig calls for better 
programs health, P.E.
SNAKES
SACRAMENTO (AP) — State 
schools superintendent Bill 
Honig said Thursday that to­
day’s California school children 
generally perform less well on 
physical education tests than did 
youngsters in the immediate 
post-World War II era, and he 
called for improvements in health 
and p hysica l e d u ca tio n  
programs.
“ The evidence substantiates 
that too many of our children arc 
making poor health choices,” 
Honig said at a Capitol news 
conference. “  ... In addition, 
disturbing behavorial trends 
among the young (use of drugs.
alcohol and tobacco, unwanted 
pregnancies, frequency of sexual­
ly transmitted diseases, eating 
disorders, stress and suicide) all 
point in the same direction. Wit­
tingly or not, an increasing 
number of our young people are 
following the path to self- 
destruction.”
Honig proposed an eight-point 
program  for local school 
districts, with an emphasis on 
health education, nutritional 
se rv ice s , c o u n se lin g  and 
psychological services, parent- 
community involvement, health 
promotion for teachers and 
physical education.
nifie oBoe is an ÜC uHnd noBody BCotus good.
- Oscar ^ WiCde
Th« P«rf«ct Gift - Gift CartificatM 
On Saie Now At Ali Thaatraa
IN 8AN LINS OBISPO COUNTY (1 00 and 3 00 on sat sun
MArSM F-RE/v\OMT .543-1121
FESTIVAl CirHFMAS (J)
RAINMAN (Weekdays) 4;io 7:ÒÒ1 
,(Sat-Sun) 1:00 4:30 7:00 9:40 J
T o ì 7 C C < ^ « I^ O i BTv!n O ^ wo BRISCO fllJ| 
ABHOYOGBAUDt
BEACffiS (PC-13) 
11:45 2:15 4:40 7:10 9:45
T  PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (R) 1 12:30 2:45 4:50 7:30 9:40
THREE FUemVES (PC-l3F 
1 12:10 2:20 4:30 7:40 9:40
T MISSISSIPPI BURNING (R) ’ 1 11:45 2:15 4:40 7:15 9:50
f HER ALIBI (PC)
1 12:00 2:10 4:20 7:25 9:30
T WHO’S HARRY CRUMB (PG-13) 
1 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:45 9:35
TWINS (PC)
r 12:15 2:30 4-45 7JQ 9:20
T THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST 
iiPG-13) 12:00 2:30 4:55 7:25 9:50 ,
kminteto
_ ____ I2:1S 2:30 4:45 7:10 9;20___
Y WORKING GIRL (R) 1 12:30 2:45 5:00 7:35 9:50
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at night to hunt.
“ We feed them a rat a week,” 
Woodard said. “ It takes about 
two days for the lump to go 
down and about a week for full 
digestion.”
In the other corner of the 
bedroom was a cage with about 
ten baby rats in it.
Woodard and snakes go back a 
number of years when his father 
caught a garter snake while 
visiting Montana De Oro State 
Beach just south of Morro Bay.
“ My dad caught this snake up 
on the cliffside and he showed it 
to me,” Woodard said. “ I wanted 
to go up and catch some more.”
Back home on a farm in 
Hemet, Calif., Woodard con­
tinued his fascination with the 
reptiles by capturing wild snakes 
and keeping them.
“ I would go out and catch 
whatever snake I could and put 
it in a cage,” Woodard said. “ If 
it ate when I fed it then I’d keep 
it. If it didn’t eat then I’d let it 
go.”
He said catching snakes out 
there was a learning experience. 
He got to see what kind of 
lempcrmenis different snakes 
have. Snakes are like dogs, in a 
way, some are friendly and some I are mean, he said.
Woodard’s mother didn’t care 
what kind of temperament 
snakes had, she didn’t want any­
thing to do with them out of fear, 
Wotnlard said.
"Once in a while I’d play a 
Hick on her,” Woodard said. “ I’d 
let one of the big ones out of the 
cage and she'd find it while she 
was vacuuming. I’d always say 
liiat it must have got out by 
Hself.”
Ollier limes, he’d have a snake
If
You 
Thought 
You 
Couldn’t 
Start 
At The 
Top
ITODAY
Now You
MAY
O ther com panies talk about being  
a l e a d e r . . .  May D e p a r t m e n t  
S t o r e s  C o m p a n y  is t h e  
benchm ark for that com parison. Sales exceed  $12 billion annual­
ly and May has achieved 13 consecutive years o f  record sales and 
earnings. Our talented, innovative team  achieved this record.
O thers talk about prom otion from within... May does it. W e are 
looking for achievers to join May and to continue our record-set- 
ting style.
O ther retailers are recruiting buyers... W e’re looking for vice- 
presidents. W e’ll provide the coaching, counseling and training 
to help you reach your potential. Our com pensation  levels are 
agressive.
Stop by our Open House 
University Union - Room #220 
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
Friday, February 3,1989 
Bring your resume
MAY The May Department Stores Company, St. Louis, Missouri
wrapped around his arm and sit 
down on the couch close to his 
mother. She wouldn’t notice it at 
first but it didn’t take long.
Neighbors knew about the 
snakes, too.
“ Occasionally, one would get 
loose  and be in the  
neighborhood,” Woodard said. 
“ People expected it was mine.”
Woodard and Magee agreed 
their pel snakes are friendly but 
occasionally have a bad day.
"Lionel tried to bite me last 
week." Magee said. “ I don’t 
know why. Sometimes when 
you’re feeding them they’ll smell 
u rat scent on your hand and go 
for your hand thinking it’s a 
rat.”
She said the bile would hurt a 
little but that their snakes are 
not poisonous. Magee said there 
was a danger of infection from a 
bite because snakes have a lot of 
bacteria and enzymes in their 
mouths.
“ Pythons wrap themselves 
around their prey,” Magee said. 
"The bile is only to stun It.”
She said full-grown 20-foot 
pythons of Asia and Africa eat a 
regular diet of small ilccr and 
g(>ai. They swallow it whole.
“ There have been stories where 
babies have been eaten,” Magee 
said. “ But, for the most part, 
snakes know to stay away from 
humans.”
Magee had a little different 
u p b r i n g i n g .  Her  pa r e n t s  
wouldn’t allow her to keep 
snakes, although she wanted to 
as a child. In the end, she had to 
settle for keeping a few lizards.
“ I grew up in Norco (Calif.) on 
a horse ranch,” Magee said, 
“ where I was exposed to a lot of 
animals at an early age.” That 
exposure made her unafraid of 
snakes, which most people iradi- 
t ionally have a fear of, she said.
“ We respect other people’s 
feelings,” Magee said. “ We don’t 
shove our snakes in anyone’s 
face.”
Woodard said part of the 
st igma sur rounding snakes 
stems from their association with 
c\il.
Woodard and Magee met at 
the 1987 Rose Parade where they 
were both camping out waiting 
for the festivities to begin. They 
were introduced by a mutual 
friend from Cal Poly.
“ It was like 36 hours before 
the parade started and we just 
talked like anybody would on a 
first m eeting,’’ Magee said. 
“ Then for some reason we both 
started talking about snakes and 
realized we both liked them.”
Woodard said he would like to 
breed snakes as a hobby because 
many of them are endangered 
species. It is illegal to buy many 
species, he said.
“ That’s what makes it so pro­
fitable to breed them,” Magee 
said. She said prices range from 
$100 to $300 and are rising 
because of the legal restrictions 
that govern snake catching.
Snakes give birth to 20 to 30 
babies and in captivity most of 
them will survive. In the wild, 
maybe two or three would sur­
vive because of the mites that 
attack snakes.
“ I saw this one snake that had 
mites eating its insides out,” 
Magee said.
To keep their snakes safe, they 
hang a pest .strip just above the 
aquarium and it kills mites.
Electric rocks, called ‘Hot 
Rocks,’ keep the aquarium warm. 
Snakes need a temperature of 
between 8S and 89 degrees and 
also spend a great deal of their 
time in or around water because 
it keeps them bouyant, Woodard 
said.
“ When snakes get full grown 
they need the water to move 
faster,”  he said.
He expects Lionel and Julius 
Squeezer to grow to between 16 
to 20 feet and weigh anywhere 
from 100 to ISO pounds when full 
grown. Mr. Boajangles may grow 
10 to 12 feet and weigh 60 to 80 
pounds.
That’s why Woodward and 
Magee occasionally take the 
snakes out in public, to get them 
used to people while the snakes 
are still small. It will keep them 
friendly as they get larger.
“ I’ve taken them to the 
market, the park and other 
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